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Mystical yet Political
Encounter with God
A Liberative

through Popular Pietyy
Wilson Angelo Espiritu

in the Secular City, Harvey Cox describes his
liberation theologian Juan Luis
encounter with the prominent
Segundo in 1969. When Cox asked Segundo to accompany him

In

Religion

the shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe, Segundo sternly disagreed and was dismayed that Cox would even consider visiting
a devotion that deceives a great multitude of innocent people.

to

Contrary to Segundo's disapproving stance, I argue that popular

piety should not be easily dismissed, for it can serve as a legitimate point of encounter with God, notwithstanding its need to
be pastorally guided, purified, and even corrected in some cases.

According to Damayanthi Niles, there can be two opposite

approaches in dealing with popular piety, namely prejudgment

or romanticization2 Both are equally dangerous overgeneralizations. On the one hand, it is not right to judge, criticize, or oppose

something that one does

understand

On the other
properly.
one must not lose sight of the dangers of alienating practices. Like
not

any other human action, popular piety can be either liberative or

oppressive. One should, then, foster what is liberative and reject
what

oppressive.' A theologian must make room for a respect
ful yet critical assessment of
popular piety. It is not right to mak
hasty judgments on the piety of the
masses, who are often t
poor and uneducated, without
carefully considering what tu
could mean
is

for them and for their
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spirituality.
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forth three aspects of

popular piety that are
nhodied spirituality, an epistemology
of

this
1nn this
sirive:

posit

catalyst

for

trust, and
cribe these while
popular piety. In each refuting some

liberation. I

Cataobijections to

comn

iberative potential

he faith.
Catholic
faith.
I propose
framewor

of this

Llie

significant

case, I argue for
dimension of global

Following Edward Schillebeeckx's
soteriological
of popular
understanding
piety as
wstical-political activity in which
an

a

liberative encounter with
Cod can be discerned. Ihis notion asserts
that, from a
viewpoint, practices that deal with the sacred have Christian
political
while
a

implications,

political praxes must be grounded in and
animated by mystical practices. Schillebeeckx's
often-quoted
statement captures this proposition perfectly: "Without
prayer
or mysticism politics soon becomes
cruel and barbaric; without
political love, prayer or mysticism soon becomes sentimental or
uncommitted interiority4

An Embodied Spirituality
One objection to popular
piety arises from a misunderstanding
ot its use of symbols and rituals. Critics argue that devotional

practices are superstitious and pagan. Others see them as efforts
to

manipulate God, so as to gain divine favors.

T do not discount the possibility that such distortions may

arise within the practice of popular piety. People can pertorm
force of habit or in paspious rituals without interiority, from
even really think that
SIve compliance to tradition. Others may
toward obtaining
rituals gains them merit

pertorming religious

entire

picture

describe the
favor. But does this accurately
ot popular piety?
what is going on in the practice
"spirituality of
piety involves a
that
popular
Albert Alejo argues
the body are mediathe experiences of

God's
of

that

There can be
with the sacred happens.
external
s e r v e s as an
tions by which a
the
body
for
without the body,
Clemente Ignacio calls
no interiority
Similarly,

the body." He claims

contact

structure

for

one's interiority.

a torm ot

of popular piety
this quality
use their
it
in which people
I suggest calling
these views,
the bodily

senses

to
an

"incarnational

encounter

order to

point to

God.* Following

"embodied

encounter

between

spirituality,"

spirituality," in

the human spirit
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for

God

thatyearns
The

the

vmbols, gestures,
are

faith practices
better

yet,

Therefore,

Sacred.

and

symbols,

world.

popular
the Sacred or,
the

God's Spirit whose

Spirit
and God's

devotions

ways in

ce permea
meates
sensibilities
p e o n l S volved

which
for

people

to

to

b

embodiment of
is the

tobuch

be touche by

ways
use of symbols,
ols, gest
gestures, and

are

the

pre

rituals
people's encounters

insofar as
in popular
Symbols aare necessary
sacred."
re
with the
God's Dpresence.10
to perceive God's
symbolic

representations

with

God must be embodied or

kx rightly refers to this reality as

e n c o u n t e r

every

humans
Aft nee

mediated.

Schildiated immediacy"1

of humans, encone
er wit
that, from the perspective
th
ta
with something corporeal. a
an encounter
always
God is

This means

is the point of contact where
reality. The bodiliness

co

s

e

im-

mediacy is apprehended.

efforts to maquestion shonld ibe

actions are

ritual
Regarding the objection thatfundamental

nipulate God, perhaps

a more

asked: Can God be manipulated, in the first place? Can

amans

direct God how to act? For Alejo, ritual acts are not means for
manipulating God. He reters, rather, to this aspect of popular

piety as a "spirituality of negotiation."2 He claims that neonl
do not instruct God compulsorily t

do what they want. Based
they
of their

their interpersonal understanding
taith, express
their petitions through negotiation. This arises from the naturall
tendency of people to express their requests to God in a human

on

manner, much like a child requesting something of his or her
parents. Ernest Henau suggests, furthermore, that the Christian
use of
symbols is not intended to manipulate God, but to serve
as a means of
allowing oneself to be led by God.13
It is easy to
judge popular piety without really understanding
what its devotees
go through in their lives. Their
and

struggles mark their faith expressions. The churchexperiences
reminds us that
the

symbols and rituals involved in
popular piety are the exter
of people's
nalization
deep
personal relationship with God an
their Christian
commitment.14 When popular piety is rooted
one's
personal relationship with God, the
ramentalization" of God's presence and symbols become asa
of the human recepu
to it. It should, then, lead the
nuine
faithful to the

liturgy."
are, indeed, fruits
aevotions
of the
of the Holy
expressions
and exp
church's own
Spirit
piety.7
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onular piety's use of the senses, of
symbols, gestures.
sunt
es,
s embodied spirituality-expresses
the

In sum, popular

In

n dr i t u a l s - i t s

and

of the mystical and the

interrelapolitical dimensions of Christian

ife. Devotional practices may be understood as liberative,i

fite.
he

sense

that

they

ed not in an
orporeal way.

cred

are

reminders

otherworldly
Th

eo-gnosticism,

that one relates with
the
manner, but in a very

counter to the
against which Pope Francis warns
runs

in
sa-

tangible and

disembodying error of

in
his Apostolic Exhortation Gaudete et Exsultate.8 InChristians
the practice
of popular piety, people are reminded that communion with
God

does not mean departing from the world, but instead
embodying
the divine presence in the world." Thus, it entails not
the

only
Derformance of pious rituals, but also a responsible engagement
in the political sphere to "sacramentalize" God's
ongoing work
of liberation.

An Epistemology of Trust
A second objection characterizes popular piety as mere "sen-

timentalism, externalism, and subjectivism," and this is thought
to keep people infantile in their faith.20 Feelings are said to take
precedence over rationality.21 Devotees are called fanatics, who

do not even understand that what they are doing is idolatry.2
It is true that popular piety involves, to a great extent, the
their motives for
and sentiments of the people. But
reduced to mere sentimentality
these pious practices cannot be
popular devotions may
who
practice
The
people
and subjectivity.
does not mean
matters, but this
doctrinal
about
be inarticulate
what they are doing.
intellectual grasp of
not have any
do
they
and direct, of theologizing.23
their o w n way, simple
have
to think, to
They
have the capacity
these
people
While
are,
as

emotions

they

integrity.24
the
make
in the knowledge of
continue to grow
to
a need
doctrinal or theological
there is indeed
sophisticated
of
lack
the
of faith. These
Christian faith,

Humans

safeguard
choices, and to

does not imply

their intellectual

immaturity or shallowness

requiring their

activities
aptitude
spiritual
for
in
not
engage
sincere
would
not have
did
people
if
relationship
and sacrifice they
f o u n d e d o n a personal
time, effort,
are
reasons

doing
of

so.

These

reasons

goes beyond
trust that

mere

rational

grounds.
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that rationality

cannot be

it is

the onlv

criterion

and it is not an abso
faith,and
ute assure x p r e s s i o n s of
preven
be
will
prevented.
for assessing
offaith will
emocan
can enrich
that
and
d they
they
important,
Other3
are
it is the relational
al
aspect
that
tion and
piety
spect th.
in popular
Relationshin
contends

Henau

not :

Both
each other5

misconceptions

ance

reason

Nevertheless,

over

priority,
concern

and

of the

devotees.

is not something

Relationship with God is the
may not be the

the rational.
the. acts
the

takes precedence
of
the rationality

tes
Henau further states

creedal
expressed in

or

immediate

that P
popular
a r faith

doctrinal
nal

faith
formulations.

be reduced
makes it easy to dismiss them
as
intellectual formulations. I his
For Luis Maldonado, peonle
sentimental.""
Subiective or
are searching ror a simpler relationshi.
engage in popular piety
God in a cerebral, da
with God. Rather than approaching
matic, and abstract manner, they prefer intuitive and imaginati
ve
nsmitted through other forms

that cannot

forms.27 How else can relationship be better expressed? For most

people, it is not by words of the intellect, which tend to be dry.

sophisticated, and prosaic, but by the words of the heart, which
are direct, simple, and poetic.3 The priority of the heart over the

mind actually enables people to engage with the sacred in a wav
that is both familiar and sensible to them.29
Hence, it is not all that profitable to approach popular piety
from a standpoint of mere rationality. It would be difficult to
understand the deep trust that is engendered
among devotees
if one measures the
of
their
faith
maturity
by the criterion of
proficiency in doctrinal matters. The trustworthiness of God,
who is acknowledged in their
devotion as love, is the underlying
reason and source of
these people's hope. This is a different kind
of
one
knowledge, that is based on trust and not on

arguments.30 This kind of reasonablenessdemonstrable
can only be
deciphered within a framework of
relationality. Popular picis
theretore, has an inherent depth that
nal
is rooted in a
of trust in
relationship
God.31
The sincere
attitude of trust behind
berates

proofs

or

from their
people
to
self-sufficiency.
know that God
is the most

Same trust that enables

popular piety ihan
more liberative

What is

trustworthy of all?

ta

tn very
devotees
to
working
believe that God is acu ively
their lives and
can be
in the world.
vorld. Through
Through this
this trust, they
empowered to
It

IS

in

participate in God's ongoing

s

g action
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world today. Their devotion

in
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to

God can find its
corollary

dedication to God's creation. In

this way,
pretycan be understood as a mystical-political activity.
kpression

popular

A Catalyst for Liberation
The last objection that I would like to address concerns the

ise of the old Marxist critique of religion as "the opium of the
Deople"
to vilify popular piety.32 Critics claim that it keeps people
ople
a Spiritual realm divorced from the pressing realities of this
world. It distracts them from what truly needs to be done in the
become conditioned to accept the toils
here and now, and they

and sufferings of this lite in view of salvation in an afterlife. Popu-

lar piety is accused ot having nothing to do with sociopolitical
transformation.33

It is

Popular piety can, indeed, have an oppressive side.3
of the people,
that it can be utilized as an opiate for the sufferings
an

instrument for

domination, and a

true

distraction from the urgent

claims that in the
have been misused for the concealChristian
symbols
Philippines,
and class warfare.5
ment and justification of violence, injustice,
popular
out that in Latin America,
Dussel

realities of life. For

And

example, Tony Conway
points

Enrique

religion

has been manipulated

as an

ideology used

to control the

when symbols and practices
This
happens
people.36
their real value
as a result lose
and
oppressors
are misused by the
the alienat-

dominated

Decome tools

to maintain

there are
of subjugation, serving
conjectures that

Candelaria

Michael
ng status quo.37

Stances

created a n
when popular piety has
world.38 It has

satistaction"

NEvertheless, popular

Puted

While
3

to

have kindled

popular

ES, It

produced

a

"substituute

of this
transformations.
It
for the needed historical
liberative side."
a
piety also has

the realities

m

attitude of escapism

sociopolitical

piety has,

Pe,returning to

the

the

emancipative movements.

indeed, been

has also been

oppressive
misused for
For

ex

for liberation.
1I"
cited aboVE,
of the examples
passion

instrumental

context

devotional

practice

the popular
Philippines,
anish colonizers
colonizc
play
used by Spanish
was once

s

Pay
Subservient. But it has subsequently
e
Ocial consciousness and

to

keep

awakening

force for
forIt

become a

patriotism

of the
the Filipinos

force

of the people.

a

eventually
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r e s i s t a n c e

the Filipino

i n s t i g a t e d

equivalent

instance

has a n

lar piety

has

larpiey
also

It has
force for

created

a

served as a

example in

This
Ther pop
and

Lati
atin America.

faith
symbol for resistance against
between

synthesis

synthesis

and

an

transtormation,

that

inspiration

liberation,42
oppression.
ration."

religion, because :it

criticism
to the
shoul
In response
oft the people,
opiate
the
as
serves
Andrew Mokin
may take place,
liberation
that

(allegedly)

bolished altogether
non argues

in order

cannot

be generally applied

of religion
Marx's critique
that
inctance of faith or religion. Each must be considered in . to
and

uniqueness, complexities,
tion to its own
Marx must be understood
The critique of

social imnlica

as a

call for vioila.

regarding what is oppressive and what is liberative within each
faith practice." Michael Welton points out that, in Ma
specific
view,religion is an indicator of the oppressed conditionof hiums
nanity, It enables people to endure until injustices are ameliorated
and they are able to realize their role as active agents in histor

Ironically, Marx's point has even served as an opportunity for

further exploring the liberative potential of religion, which has

been taken seriously by critical theorists and liberation theologv45
Therefore, the question is not whether religion in general, or
certain

popular faith expressions

in

particular, should be eradi-

cated, but whether they can be of service to God's Reign by
being
a sign and instrument of God's
liberating action in the world. The

hope that popular piety engenders in the people has
proven to
have the potential to lead to
liberation.5 Besides being a personal

expression of devotion, popular piety also includes a
communal
liberative dimension. There
are
practices that are
performed in solidarity with the devotional
other devotees.7 Even some
private devotions are
not

performed

exclusively for the benent
for the welfare of
Of
cOurse, to be truly
others.
liberative, the intended beneficiaries must
extended to a
larger circle than only the
Seen as a
ees.
of the
in-group
aevo
derstood as amystical-political activity, popular piety can un
catalyst for liberation.49 To that it is Dalyst
must at the same
say
ofliberation: thattime emphasize that it is not the ultimatea ource
role in source is God alone. However,
portant
However, it plays a imand
allowing
of the

individual devotee, but also

D

a

revealed

in

God's liberative
realized
to be realized
activity
bears liberative
ative value
value in idging

the world. It
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een whar
what is sacred and what is secular, and what
b e t w e e n

the gap dual

and what is communal. It liberation is ettected in
sinonteraction of the my'stical and the political, sociopolitical
is
the ative movements can be grounded in and nourished by
emancipativ

people

"the

mysticism." In

turn, "the people's nysticism" may

liberative praxis.50 Both can, theretore, be understood as

trations of
of God's continuing act ot salvation in history.
manitestations
is not a mere "spiritual" practice that is
Thus, popular piety

nspir

ls, popular

isolatedfrom

the political. Rather, it is through its relationship

that
with the political

it bears witness

to its

authentic

spirituality.

Popular Piety as a Mystical-Political Activity
claims that if popular devotions are to
Pierre de Charentenay
transtormation, their theologirake part in positive sociopolitical
must
must be kept alive and strengthened. People
cal significance
of faith
connection berween their expressions
the
make
to
be able
then
another. Love of neighbor can
and the command to love one

be externalized as sociopolitical action.5
understood as
When popular piety is

a

mystical-political

praxis
and
embodiments of a living faith, symbols
As
evident.
becomes
if they are not separated
rituals may serve the c o m m o n good
economic aspects of people's lives.
from the social, political, and
in and nourished

activity, its

connection

with sociopolitical emancipative

life can be rooted
in
Engagement in these areas of
relationship of trust
a
deep
tat
as an oprare
Dy one's piety, which engenders
merely
serve
not
does
uod. Hence, popular piety their suffering, nor a distraction from
tor action.
esensitizes people toward
a springboard
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but
a
be done,
it becomes
transformation,
e real work that must
a catalyst of liberation and
amid lites challenges
presence
God's
abiding
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the Christian
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